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Sales Price $10,498
Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  5N1AT2MTXJC807889  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  M1717  

Model/Trim:  Rogue SV FWD  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  [NBL] Scarlet Ember  

Engine:  2.5L I4 170hp 175ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Almond Cloth  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  113,094  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 26 / Highway 33

Step into the world of vibrant style and commanding presence with the
2018 Nissan Rogue SV, a masterpiece of automotive engineering that
boasts a fiery red exterior, sure to turn heads and ignite the passion of
any driving enthusiast. This stunning SUV is not just a vehicle; it's a
statement of boldness and confidence on the road.

As you slide into the driver's seat, you are greeted by the plush comfort
of the black cloth interior, a perfect complement to the Rogue's dynamic
exterior. The meticulously crafted cabin is designed to envelop you in
comfort and sophistication, ensuring every journey is as enjoyable as
the last.

Under the hood lies the heart of this beast – a robust 2.5L I4 engine,
delivering a spirited 170 horsepower and 175 ft. lbs. of torque. This
powerhouse is paired with a seamless CVT transmission, providing a
ride that is as smooth as silk, with responsive acceleration and efficient
performance that will leave you breathless.

The 2018 Nissan Rogue SV is not just about looks and power; it is
equipped with a suite of manufacturer options and packages that
elevate your driving experience to new heights. Every feature has been
carefully selected to enhance your comfort, convenience, and safety,
making every drive an adventure worth taking.

Imagine the ease of navigating through tight spaces with the advanced
driver-assist features, ensuring you and your loved ones are protected
on every journey. The Rogue SV's intuitive technology is at your
fingertips, keeping you connected and in control, no matter where the
road takes you.

This vehicle is more than just a mode of transportation; it's a companion
that understands your needs and anticipates your desires. With ample
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that understands your needs and anticipates your desires. With ample
cargo space and versatile seating configurations, the 2018 Nissan
Rogue SV is ready for any challenge, whether you're embarking on a
cross-country adventure or simply running errands around town.

As you take the wheel of this magnificent red chariot, you'll feel a surge
of excitement, knowing that you're not just driving an SUV; you're
commanding an experience that is unmatched in its class. The 2018
Nissan Rogue SV is a testament to the perfect blend of style,
performance, and functionality.

Don't miss your chance to own this captivating vehicle. The 2018
Nissan Rogue SV is more than just a car; it's a lifestyle choice for those
who dare to stand out and demand the best. With its striking red
exterior, cozy black cloth interior, and a heart-racing 2.5L engine, this
SUV is poised to become the crowning jewel of your driveway.

Seize the opportunity to elevate your driving game. The 2018 Nissan
Rogue SV awaits you – a beacon of automotive excellence, ready to
deliver an unforgettable driving experience. Contact us today to
schedule a test drive and prepare to be swept off your feet by this red-
hot Nissan Rogue SV, where every journey is a thrilling adventure just
waiting to unfold.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

2018 Nissan Rogue SV FWD 

Snapshot

2018 NISSAN ROGUE SV

Accident reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

11 Service history
records

3 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

111,352 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Shift knob trim: leather  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Ambient lighting - Cargo area light - Cargo cover: hard 

- Cruise control - Footwell lights - Memorized settings: liftgate 

- Power outlet(s): 12V cargo area  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional 

- Push-button start - Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock 

- Digital odometer - External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Driver seat: heated  - Driver seat power adjustments: 8  - Front seat type: bucket  

- Passenger seat: heated  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 40-20-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Door handle color: chrome - Front bumper color: body-color 

- Grille color: black with chrome accents  - Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: roofline 

- Daytime running lights: LED - Taillights: LED - Side mirrors: heated  - Roof rails: chrome 

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Rear privacy glass - Rear wiper: intermittent 

- Solar-tinted glass: front - Window defogger: rear

 

Option Packages

Factory Installed Packages

*Est. payment based on vehicle price (excluding taxes and fees) and associated lender rates for qualified buyers, term length and any associated trade-in equity or down payment

from buyer. Contingent upon seller's acceptance of these terms. Terms may vary.
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$160
["4-Piece Splash Guards"]

$315
["Fog Lights"]

$155
["Rear Bumper Protector - Chrome"]

$385
["Frameless Rearview Mirror w/Universal Garage Door Opener"]

$395
["Illuminated Kick Plates"]

$150
["Nissan Ship Through Fee"]

$275

["Floor Mats and Cargo Area Protector", "Includes four-piece floor
mat set, two-piece cargo area protector, and first aid kit."]

$1,835
Option Packages Total
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